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Saturn’s close degree with lagna, on
marriage compatibility
- Renu Nagpal
Does Saturn, the most maligned planet, have a role to play in
marriage-compatibility? If yes, then when and to what extent? We
shall examine the role of Saturn when it is close to Lagna degree in a
limited two-point area.
1. When natal Saturn is close to Lagna degree and is placed in or
is aspecting the 7th house.
2. When natal Saturn is close to Lagna degree and is not
associated to 7th house.
In our research group on marriage and compatibility, we have
studied 272 cases. The analysis for the same is as follows:
1. Number of cases where natal Saturn is placed in or aspecting
7th house (not at lagna degree).
85
Number of cases of disturbed marriages.
47 55%
Number of cases of happy marriages.
38 45%
2. Number of cases where natal Saturn is close to lagna degree
And is placed in or aspecting the 7th house.
22
Number of cases of disturbed marriages
15 68%
Number of cases of happy marriages.
7 32%
3. Number of cases where natal Saturn is not associated with
7th house but is at lagna degree.
21
Number of cases of disturbed marriages
15 71%
Number of cases of happy marriages
7 29%
From the above it can be observed that just by mere association
with the 7th house, Saturn may or may not produce negative effects.
However keeping other factors constant, its nearness to lagna
degree is seen to play an adverse role in the area of marriage i.e it can
delay or disturb marriage.
The various factors affecting the compatibility in marriage have
already been outlined earlier. While we have chosen this one aspect
to analyse here, it should be borne in mind that a total analysis is a
must and all the factors must be kept in mind. While nearness of
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Saturn's degree to that of Lagna's degree (bhava madhya) has been
seen to have an important impact, but the same has to be
synthesized with other positive/negative factors and the dashas
which follow post marriage (say upto 15 years from marriage) period.
We have taken an assortment of cases, both happy and
disturbed. A detailed analysis of the same are given below:

Case 1 (our case no-130M)
DOB : 3-8-1972
Lagna - Libra 25.44
TOB : 13-20
Saturn- 8th house 24.02
POB : Delhi
Background : 1st Divorce, 2nd marriage
Date of 1st marriage: Jan'99
Disturbance-2000
Date of Divorce: 11/2008
Date of 2nd marriage: 11/2009
Analysis:
Traditional matching- 19 points
Individual analysisNatal chart:
7th house-7th house is aspected by Jupiter and there is no
malefic aspect.
7th Lord-7th lord Mars is in 10th house,debilitated,in R/K axis
and conjunct with Mercury and Sun, aspected by Saturn.
Venus-Venus is in paap katari but is aspected by Jupiter, which is
a major positive.
7th house from Venus- has Jupiter and no malefic aspect.
We can say that except for 7th lord, all other parameters are
fine.

Navamsha:
Kendras-it has three benefics, RTN Kendra's have R/K.
Venus- it is aspected by Jupiter, no malefic aspect.
Condition of 7th lord (natal) - Mars is in Jupiter rashi with no
influence of any planet.
RTN- taking Libra as lagna for Navmsha, 7th house Aries is
unafflicted.
Navamsha parameters are ok.
Dasha- The native got married in Ra-Sat. 7th house from Rahu is
heavily afflicted by Mars, Sun and Sat aspect. Saturn itself is placed in
8th house at lagna degree and is also the 22nd Drekken lord, 64th
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navmsha lord.
Special feature- Saturn is at lagna degree in the 8th house.
Overall observation:
The native suffered immediate disturbance resulting in divorce.
We can see from the above that except for affliction to 7th lord Mars,
all other parameters are satisfactory and do not indicate such
disturbance in marriage. Saturn being very close to lagna degree
appears to have played a major role.

Case 2 (our case no-130F)
DOB : 29-4-1975
Lagna - Virgo 21-00
TOB : 5-00pm
Saturn- 10th house 20-18
POB : Delhi
Background : delayed marriage
Date of marriage: 11/2009
Analysis:
Traditional matching- 19 points
Individual analysis- Natal chart:
7th house-7th lord Jupiter is placed in the 7th house and is
aspected by Saturn. 7th house is in paap kartari.
7th lord- 7th lord Jupiter is placed in 7th house aspected by
Saturn.
Venus-Venus is in 9th house in R/K axis, aspected by Mars,
however their degrees are not close.
7th house from Venus-is in R/K axis and is aspected by Jupiter,
which is positive.
Except for affliction to the 7th house, all other parameters are
ok.

Navamsha:
Kendra's-it has Saturn and Moon, RTN Kendra's are in R/K axis
with Mars.
Venus- is conjunct with Sun.
7th lord of natal chart, Mars is in R/K axis but is aspected by
Jupiter.
RTN-taking Virgo as lagna, it is in R/K axis with Mars and
aspected by Jupiter.
Navamsha chart is more afflicted than natal chart.
Dasha -Marriage took place in the dasha of Mo-Ra. Moon is the
11th lord.
Special feature Saturn is at lagna degree and aspecting 7th
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house.

Overall observation
The native had a delayed marriage and is married to a divorceeto that extent in can be classified under disturbance. The analysis of
the natal chart can be stated as satisfactory, while there is more
affliction in the navamsha . However the dominating factor appears
to be Saturn's degree being very close to that of the lagna.

Case 3 (our case no-119F)
DOB : 14-7-1959
Lagna - Leo 9.16
TOB : 8-12 am
Saturn- 5th house 9.11
POB : Calcutta
Background : delayed and disturbed marriage
Date of marriage: 13-4-88
Disturbance-1993-94
Analysis:
Traditional matching- NA
Individual analysis-Natal chart:
7th house-it is aspected by Mars, Venus, Jupiter(R) and Saturn(R),
the 7th lord.
7th lord- Saturn is in 5th house aspecting its own 7th house and
is aspected by Sun.
Venus- it is conjunction with Mars and is in paap kartari.
7th house from Venus is aspected by sat, Mars, Jupiter and
Venus itself.
In the natal chart, while there is aspect of Jupiter and that of 7th
lord on 7th house, there is affliction to all the parameters.

Navamsha
Kendras-Sun, Saturn and Jupiter are placed in the kendras.RTN
Kendras have R/K and Moon.
Venus-it is aspected by Mars and Mercury.
7th lord of natal chart-saturn is conjunct with sun and Jupiter
and in Mercury's rashi.
RTN-taking Leo as lagna, the 7th house is aspected by Jupiter
and has no affliction.
There are fewer afflictions in the navamsha chart.

Dasha
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The native was married in the dasha of Ju- Ve .She got dasha of
Saturn from 30-1-94 when severe disturbance in marriage started,
and were separated for long periods.
Special Feature-Saturn is at lagna degree and has close aspect
on 7th house.

Overall observation
The native had a delayed and a very disturbed marriage and she
died in Feb-2008. Disturbance in marriage started as soon as Saturn's
dasha started. As observed above, 7th house is aspected by Jupiter
and 7th lord itself. It gave marriage and in spite of the severe
disturbance, did not give divorce, however, the aspect of Mars and
more so of Saturn(R) exactly at lagna degree, was the reason for such
disturbance which started with Saturn's dasha.

Case 4 (our case no-120M time taken 7-35)
DOB : 21-8-1958
Lagna - Leo 27.47
TOB : 7.35 am
Saturn- 4th house 25.49
POB : Delhi
Background: seperated and disturbed marriage
Date of marriage: 8/93
Disturbance-1998
Analysis:
Traditional matching- NA
Individual analysis-Natal chart
7th house-aspected by Sun and Mercury.
7th lord-7th lord Saturn is at lagna degree and is aspected by
Mars from same degree.
Venus- it is aspected by Mars.
7th house from Venus is aspected by by Saturn.
There is some affliction to all the parameters.

Navamsha
Kendras-it has mixed influence of malefic and benefic planets.
Venus-it is in its own rashi and in R/K axis.
7th lord of natal chart-is in its own rashi aspected by Mars.
RTN-taking Leo as lagna, 7th lord is in its own house and is
aspected by Mars.
There is some affliction to all the parameters

Dasha
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Disturbance in marriage started in Me-Ra,Me is the 2nd and
11th lord in lagna conjunct with lagna lord and Rahu is in 3rd house
conjunct Jupiter-Moon.no major affliction noted.
Special Feature-Saturn is at lagna degree but not associated
with 7th house.

Overall observation
The native married in Aug'93, however problems started in
1998. The couple is separated but not divorced. We may note that
Jupiter aspects the 7th house in natal chart while in navamsha chart RTN, 7th lord is in 7th house. Thus, marriage continues. In spite of no
major affliction in the natal or navamsha chart, there is disturbance
and separation for the last 12 years. Saturn (R) is close to the lagna
degree.

Case 5 (our case no-106F)
DOB : 27-11-1976
Lagna -Pisces 22.51
TOB : 14.45
Saturn- 5th house 23.20
POB : Nabha, Punjab
Background: happy marriage (some irritants)
Date of marriage: 2003
Analysis:
Traditional matching- 26 points
Individual analysis-Natal chart
7th house-it is aspected by Jupiter and Saturn.
7th lord-Mercury is aspected by Jupiter and conjunct with sun
and Mars (degrees not close).
Venus-is in shub kartari with no malefic aspect.
7th house from Venus is aspected by Mars.
Most of the parameters are satisfactory.

Navamsha
Kendras-it has predominant influence of benefic planets.
Venus-it is in its own rashi with sun and Mars.
7th lord of natal chart-Mercury is in friendly rashi, conjunct with
Jupiter and aspected by Mars.
RTN-taking Pisces as lagna, 7th house has Moon and no malefic
aspect.
All parameters are satisfactory.
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DashaMarriage took place in the dasha of Jupiter, the lagna lord and
10th lord, it is debilitated in navamsha ,some irritants in marriage are
reported.
Special Feature-Saturn is at lagna degree aspecting the 7th
house.

Overall observation
In the natal chart, 7th house, 7th lord, Venus is all strong. The
parameters in navamsha are also strong. The native is also running a
good dasha. Thus, barring saturn's close degree aspect on 7th
house, all parameters covering marriage are good. Thus, it appears
that the negative effect of Saturn's closeness to lagna degree has
been nullified.

Case 6 (our case no-71M)
DOB : 24-8-1973
Lagna -Virgo 9.20
TOB : 8.25 am
Saturn- 10th house 8.43
POB : Delhi
Background : happy marriage
Date of marriage: 9-7-2000
Analysis:
Traditional matching- 18.5 points
Individual analysis-Natal chart
7th house-it is aspected by Venus and Saturn.
7th lord Jupiter is aspected by Mercury.
Venus-is in lagna aspected by Jupiter with no malefic aspect.
7th house from Venus is again aspected by Jupiter and Saturn.
In the chart both the 7th lord Jupiter and Venus are well placed
and no major affliction is present.

Navamsha
Kendras-it has influence of both benefic and malefic planets.
Venus-it was debilitated in natal chart, is now in Aries rashi
conjunct with Jupiter with no malefic influence.
7th lord of natal chart-Jupiter is again well placed and conjunct
with Venus.
RTN-taking Virgo as lagna, 7th house has Mercury and no
malefic aspect.
The navamsha is in good condition and RTN is positive.
Dasha at the time of marriage Sat-Sat.
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Special Feature-Saturn is at lagna degree aspecting the 7th
house.

Overall observation
In the natal chart, 7th house, 7th lord, Venus is all strong. The
parameters in navamsha are also strong. Thus, barring Saturn's close
degree aspect on 7th house, all parameters covering marriage are
good. Thus, it appears that the negative effect of Saturn's closeness
to lagna degree has been nullified.

Case 7(our case no-86F)
DOB : 25-1-70
Lagna -Sagittarius 10.35
TOB : 5.30am
Saturn- 5th house 9.01
POB : hoshiarpur, Punjab
Background : partially disturbed marriage
Date of marriage: 9-5-1998
Analysis:
Traditional matching-16.5 points
Individual analysis-Natal chart
7th house-it is aspected by 7th lord Mercury, Mars, Jupiter and
saturn.
7th lord-Mercury is aspecting 7th house and has no malefic aspect.
Venus-is in degree-wise conjuction with sun and is aspected by
Saturn.
7th house from Venus is again aspected by Sun.
In the chart the 7th lord mercury is well placed, however 7th
house and Venus have affliction .

Navamsha
Kendras-it has influence of mainly benefic planets.
Venus-it is conjunct with Sun and aspected by Mercury.
7th lord of natal chart-Mercury is again well placed and
aspected by Venus and Sun.
RTN-taking Sagittarius as lagna, 7th house has Moon and
Saturn.
The navamsha is in good condition.
Dasha - The native left her home and went away in june-99.
Dasha was Mo-Mo. Moon is the 8th lord, in R/K axis and conjunct
with Saturn in the navamsha chart. She came back after 6 years in
Mo-Me.
Special Feature-Saturn is at lagna degree aspecting the 7th
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house.

Overall observation
The overall analysis of the natal as well as navamsha chart does
not show any major affliction. There has been partial disturbance for
6years. The native's spouse is 9 years her elder, (Sat association with
7th house), and was married when she was 28 years old. Saturn's
close degree with lagna and close aspect to 7th house can give both
delay and disturbance depending on dasha/transit.

Case 8(our case no-86M)
DOB : 9-11-1961
Lagna - Libra 2.04
TOB : 5.15am
Saturn- 4th house 1.21
POB : Pathankot
Background : Delayed and partially disturbed marriage
Date of marriage: 9-5-1998
Analysis:
Traditional matching-16.5 points
Individual analysis-Natal chart
7th house-it is aspected by Mercury, Moon, Venus and Sun i.e.
mostly benefic planets.
7th lord-Mars is in 2nd house, own house and has no malefic
aspect.
Venus-is in close conjuction with Mercury and is closely aspected
by Saturn.
7th house from Venus is again aspected by Sun, moon,
mercury and Venus.
Execpt for affliction to Venus, other parameters are satisfactory.

Navamsha
Kendras-it has influence of three malefic planets.
Venus-it is conjunct with Mercury and aspected by Jupiter.
7th lord of natal chart-Mars is aspected by Saturn and Jupiter.
RTN-taking Libra as lagna, 7th house is aspected by Saturn and
Mars.
The navamsha is more afflicted than the natal chart.
Dasha - The native's wife left her home and went away in june99. Dasha was Me-Sat. Mercury is afflicted and is associated with 7th
house. Saturn is at lagna degree.
Special Feature-Saturn is at lagna degree not associated with the
7th house.
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Overall observation
The native got married at an age of 37 years and has had a
partially disturbed marriage. As seen in the chart, 7th lord is
unafflicted and placed in its own house. 7th house is aspected by
three benefics. While there is some affliction to navamsha, the overall
parameters are satisfactory. As stated before Saturn's closeness to
lagna degree can give delay as well as disturbance in marriage.
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